In a striking space designed by acclaimed artist Maya Lin, the Museum of Chinese in America is an ideal event and meeting venue. Located at the cross-section of Chinatown, Little Italy and Soho, the Museum bridges a thoughtful, modern aesthetic with an industrial, historical feel.

Residing in a former machine works warehouse, the Museum is an intimate and unique setting for any event. The lobby and exhibit space feature bronze tiles, darkened fir floors, and reclaimed lumber. The permanent collection surrounds a pre-existing inner courtyard deliberately left raw to symbolize how much of our past we bring to our present.

Meetings and events can be customized to include any or all of the Museum’s spaces so your guests can have a truly unforgettable experience.
THE EAST WEST BANK LOBBY features Maya Lin's dramatic bronze-patina monument dedicated to Chinese American families, which serves as an elegant, subtle backdrop to the space.
THE EAST WEST BANK LOBBY capacity:
Reception: 120  Seated: 60  Sit-Down Dinner: 50
SHUM WAI YAU COURTYARD features triple-height exposed brick walls and natural lighting, this dramatic and elegant courtyard is reminiscent of a traditional siheyuan (traditional courtyard homes in China).

This space leads easily into classroom space and reception space. From the Courtyard, guests can see all of the permanent collection’s multimedia portraits depicting the major milestones in the Chinese America immigration journey.
SHUM WAI YAU COURTYARD capacity:
Reception:100  Seated:80
CLASSROOM is perfect venue for hosting panel discussions, educational programs, and meetings.
CLASSROOM capacity:
Seated: 90
Tucked away from the Museum gallery spaces, with floor-to-ceiling windows, the HSIEN HSIEN AND BAE PAO LU CHOW CULTURAL PROGRAMS CENTER is an ideal space for professional development gatherings and conference gatherings.
HSIEN HSIEN AND BAE PAO LU CHOW CULTURAL PROGRAMS CENTER capacity:
Reception: 70  Seated: SO Sit-Down  Dinner: 40
Ground Floor Plan
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CONTACT US TODAY FOR A QUOTE

Museum of Chinese in America
215 Centre Street
New York, NY 10013

Grayson Chin
Rentals Assistant Manager
gchin@mocanyc.org
212.619.4785 x 4159

www.mocanyc.org